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We are a Boston, Massachusetts, headquartered KPO group providing remote medical 

scribing and medical coding services to US-based hospitals and physician group 

practices.  In India, we have branches in Bengaluru, Coimbatore, Chennai, and Mohali.  

Focus Edumatics is our sister concern with offices in Boston, Bengaluru, and 

Coimbatore who are providing online tutoring to US school children and online course 

curriculum development for US-based higher education institutes and corporates. 

 

1. Official Name of the Designation:  Human Resources Associate 

 

2. # of Vacancies:  One 

 

3. Reporting Location:  Office-based job (Hebbal Ring Road, Bengaluru) 

 

4. Work Timings:  10 AM thru 07 PM IST and flexible with timings to coordinate as 

need and necessity of the teams, managers, and leadership. 

 

5. Educational Qualifications Required:  Should be a graduate but not a must. 

 

6. Prior Experience/Skillsets Required: 

 

a. Should be able to upload all employee records to HRMS. 

b. Should be able to support the daily operations of HR Team. 

c. Should be able to reply to e-mails from aspirants. 

d. Should be able to attend to aspirant walk-in candidates. 

e. Should have good interpersonal and communication skills. 

f. Should be able to liaise with various stakeholders and get things done. 

 

7. Roles and Responsibilities: 

a. Human Resources, ScribeEMR:  Handling all digitized paperwork of an 

Employee Lifecyle via HRMS.  Ensuring paperwork of Transfers, Confirmation, 

and Separations is completed in time and uploaded into HRMS in a timely 

fashion. 

b. Take complete ownership of Complimentary Group Health Insurance and 

communication right from insurer to insured alongside finance team as 

appropriate.  Giving heads up to finance team on the fund status, monthly update 

of additions, deletions, and or corrections if any to the insurance company, and 

handle any escalations from the insurance-approved employees, and keep them 

abreast of any latest update from the insurance company and also ScribeEMR 

update. 
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c. HRMS Documentation Manager:  Complete all pending HR documents and 

digitization by ensuring documents gets processed and uploaded within a 

reasonable timeframe and compliance for all locations.  This entails daily 

communication and update of pending status via mails and other forms of 

communication as it deems appropriate and as warranted.  Having periodic calls 

with each location and or department.  Resolving issues of each center case-by-

case liaising with various stakeholders.  Also, complete responsibility of 

documentation for ScribeEMR.  Communication to leadership if there is any 

deviation and nonconformity. 

d. Conduct timely IT audits of all selected home-based employees and trainee 

medical scribes for all necessary infrastructure to smoothly run their professional 

discharges. 

e. Working in unison with Softek team to rectify any deviation by conducting random 

audits and or any other finds during rote activities to ensure HRMS functions as it 

should and designed for.  Also, working with them to seamlessly integrate 

paperless HR transactions and process improvement. 

f. Working with recruitment teams as per requirement of Coding, Non-Scribing, and 

Scribing department for head hunting.  Be a part of recruitment lifecycle using 

various job portals – Naukri, Timesnow, Monster, Indeed, Instahyre etc., and 

following social media page of company.  Conducting preliminary rounds of HR 

interviews – checking for communication, etiquette, attitude, and discipline.  

Conducting social media check of the selected candidate to understand various 

other aspects of candidate’s fit into our organization from a social and 

socioeconomic point of view.  If and as needed depending on the load, assist in 

second line interview and testing, and assigning completed test to Quality 

Coaches and taking it further with ops team in the absence of Recruitment Head. 

g. Respond to various communications and verifications from outside agencies – 

third-party verifications etc. 

h. Liaise with HIPAA team for timely completion of HIPAA Certification of new 

joinees as well as Yearly renewals as demanded by HRMS. 

i. Induction of all new Employees into ScribeEMR through PPT presentation, 

etching them with gist of all of policies, POSH policy, and values/culture of the 

company with organizational structure. 

j. Assist as and when asked to work with legal team alongside concerned HR to 

fortify our stance legally with respect to Human Resources documentation and 

any issues which may arise.  Also, resolve case by case any issues of 

ScribeEMR personnel with legal team and or if not escalate as appropriate. 
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k. Be a part of POSH Committee (Prevention of Sexual Harassment) team to 

address issues and ensure nothing untoward incidences happen by creating 

deterrence through awareness and communication. 

l. Be part of yearly or biannual audits and ensure process Compliance from an HR 

point of view and be present for all Audits of HR Processes for ScribeEMR. 

 

8. How to Apply:  Email your resume to careers@scribeemr.in  

For more details, please visit our website https://www.scribeemr.in/ 
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